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Abstract: Climate change and global warming are important phenomena and do not mean the same thing as is wrongly
conceived by some individuals. However, the link between the two is strong and one, global warming is strictly an
average increase in the temperature of the atmosphere near the earth’s surface and in the troposphere, while the other,
climate change is more diverse and refers to any significant change in measures of climate such as temperature,
precipitation, or wind lasting for a long period of time usually several years. Climate change could thus be an increase or
decrease in temperature. The most important of the two terms which is under spotlight is global warming, an increase in
temperature which has been blamed largely to greenhouse effect. There can no longer be any doubt that the earth’s climate
is changing. It is now obvious that even the most hardened sceptics are starting to waiver in their convictions. Climate has
been thrown completely out of kilter and each day brings fresh proof such as frequent and more violent cyclones in the
Caribean, floods in Africa, the Philippines, the gradual sinking of Islands in the Pacific, heat waves in Europe and the
melting of glaciers. There is increase in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and rising
global average sea level. Impacts of global warming include the emergence and re-emergence of some parasitic infections
and diseases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change, particularly global warming is said to be
caused mainly by the greenhouse effect, and the resulting
increase in global temperatures is causing diseases and vectors to spread to higher altitudes in mountainous regions and
to higher latitudes that were previously free of the infections.
This is the case with Southern United States and the Mediterranean area to name only two [1, 2]. Significant global
warming due to the greenhouse effect is occurring and is
leading to disequilibrium in the physical and biological ecosystems with resultant consequences. Natural climatic
changes in the past have occurred over thousands or millions
of years. For example, global warming of 5000 to 15000
year ago completely changed the face of the planet. This was
however said to be insidious unlike the rapid change which
man-made' global-warming' is precipitating.
The potential impact of climatic change on communicable disease patterns is obvious and can be summarized as: (i) modification of vector (usually arthropod)
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ecology, this relates principally to infections currently prevalent in tropical and subtropical regions, (ii) intensification of
human-related risk factors including reduced availability and
quality of drinking water, cooking and sanitation facilities,
extent of irrigation and (iii) an increase in soil, airborne and
other diseases, directly related to the socioeconomic consequences of changed human behaviour. Alteration in the pattern of rainfall is a potential impact of climate change in the
spread of vector-borne diseases and Gubler et al. [3] have
outlined possible mechanisms by which this could occur viz:
(i) increased surface water can provide breeding sites for
vectors, (ii) low rainfall can also increase breeding sites by
slowing river flow, (iii) increased rain can increase vegetation and allow expansion in population of vertebrate host,
(iv) flooding may eliminate habitat for both vectors and vertebrate hosts and (v) flooding may force vertebrate hosts into
closer contact with humans.
1.1. Definition of Climate Change and Global Warming
The terms climate change and global warming are often
used as synonyms although they do not actually mean the
same thing as would be seen in the following definitions.
However, the National Academy of Sciences is of the opinion and rightly so that the phrase ‘climate change’ is growing
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in preferred use to ‘global warming’ because it conveys that
the fact a change could be an increase or a decrease in temperature.
1.1.1. Climate Change
Climate change is defined as any significant change in
measures of climate (such as temperature, precipitation, or
wind) lasting for a long period of time usually several years.
The factors which could lead to climate change vary but include natural factors, such as changes in the sun's intensity,
slow changes in the earth's orbit around the sun, natural processes within the climate system (such as changes in ocean
circulation) and human activities that change the atmosphere's composition (such as through the burning of fossil
fuels) and the land surface (such as deforestation, reforestation, urbanization and desertification) [4]. Climate change is
said to be a normal part of the earth’s natural variability,
which is related to interactions among the atmosphere,
ocean, and land, as well as changes in the amount of solar
radiation reaching the earth [5]. The geologic record includes
significant evidence for large scale climate changes in the
past of the earth [5]. Climate change has also been defined as
a long-term shift in the statistics of the weather (including its
averages). For example, it could show up as a change in climate normals (expected average values for temperature and
precipitation) for a given place and time of year, from one
decade to the next. The global climate is currently changing.
The last decade of the 20th Century and the beginning of the
21st have been the warmest period in the entire global instrumental temperature record starting in the mid-19th century. Reports of glacial melting, higher altitude melting points
and changing species distribution are some evidence of climate change [6].
1.1.2. Global Warming
Global warming has been defined as an average increase
in the temperature of the atmosphere near the earth’s surface
and in the troposphere, which can contribute to changes in
global climate patterns. Global warming can occur due to a
variety of causes which may be natural or human induced.
Global warming is commonly used to mean the warming that
can occur as a result of increased emissions of green house
gases from human activities. Global warming is also defined
as the rising average temperature of the earth’s atmosphere
and oceans since the late 19th century and its projected continuation. Since the early 20th century, the earth's average
surface temperature has increased by about 0.8 °C (1.4 °F),
with about two thirds of the increase occurring since 1980
[7]. Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and scientists are more than 90% certain that most of it is caused by
increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases produced by
human activities such as deforestation and the burning of
fossil fuel [4,8]. These findings are recognized by the national science academies of all major industrialized nations [9].
Due to the importance of climate change, meetings have
been held with expanded participants since 1967 after the
Nobel Prize-winning chemist Svante Arrhenius first proposed the idea of global warming in 1896 [10]. It was speculated that the continued burning of coal and oil would increase concentrations of carbondioxide in the earth’s atmosphere with a resultant warmer climate [10]. In 1987 the Mon-
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treal Protocol was initiated and went into force in 1989. This
protocol was an international treaty aimed at protecting the
Ozone layer by phasing out the production of substances
believed to be responsible for depletion of Ozone. The Protocol has gone through a series of revisions firstly in 1990,
1991, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1997 and 1999 respectively in London, Nairobi, Copenhagen, Bangkok, Vienna, Montreal and
Beijing [11]. The accord is widely adopted internationally
and it is believed that at that rate Ozone could recover at
2050 [12]. In 1997 the Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Japan
committing members of industrialized countries to cutting
greenhouse gas emissions [13]. In 2007 the 13th United Nations Climate change Conference in Bali, Indonesia took
place with 180 countries in attendance together with observers of both governmental and nongovernmental organizations [14].
1.2. An overview of Climate Change/Global Warming
and its Effects on Parasitology
It has been aptly reported by Dobson et al. [15] and
Hoberg [16] that climate change will alter biotic and abiotic
conditions and destroy ecological barriers thereby redrawing
maps of current distribution of parasites and their hosts. Climate change and global warming in particular are eminent
and its impacts on parasitology are obvious. The days in
which one region could be totally free of some infectious
diseases based on its temperature and location seems to be
over. For instance, America does not worry about diseases
such as elephantiasis because such diseases of the tropics
could not thrive in temperate climates [17]. However, this
could change soon according to a group of scientists who
have examined animal and plant diseases worldwide. They
emphasized that global warming are turning the world to a
better habitat for parasites. An instant was made of Hawaiian
birds, which contracts a form of malaria from mosquitoes.
The disease is widespread at low altitudes but until recently
the mountains were too cold for the mosquitoes to thrive, a
reason for the absence of the disease on the mountains. Unfortunately, the climate warming has pushed warmer air high
up making the mountains conducive for the mosquitoes leading to the presence of the disease in the mountain birds.
The changes in climate are beginning to have interesting
and potentially dramatic effects on the way infectious diseases affect wildlife. In temperate climates, for example,
cold winters are a natural way to kill off a lot of diseases
carried by insect or tick vectors. Warmer winters however
lead to the survival of more of these vectors and this coupled
with the heat stress on animals themselves reduces their ability to cope with the diseases. The effects of global warming,
which are now getting more obvious were long predicted,
however, ample evidence to support it was lacking. In another example, livestock diseases transmitted by insects in Africa have recently spread to new areas farther from the equator. Shifting patterns of abundance and distribution of
pathogens, including metazoan and protozoan parasites, and
the emergence of infectious disease in people, livestock and
wildlife, are among the most important impacts of climate
change [18-23].
Vector-borne diseases are transmitted by arthropods including ticks and various types of mosquitoes and their
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spread is enhanced by rainfall, high humidity and high temperature. Malaria is a serious vector-borne disease caused by
Plasmodium species is sadly fast spreading widely due to
climate change. People in developing countries are most
likely to be affected by the impact of climate change on malaria’s expansion. Many of these countries are in ideal geographical locations for the spread of malaria and have poor
health infrastructure to cope with the effect of this spread. It
is therefore important to improve health networks in developing nations and decrease the effects of global warming to
prevent the possibility of devastating effects caused by an
increase in malarial transmission. Malaria is spread by bites
from female mosquitoes carrying one of four species of the
parasite namely Plasmodium falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale
and P. malaria [24] (Kumar and Clark, 2002). Approximately seventy different species of the Anopheles mosquito carry
the malaria parasite, including the particularly active Anopheles gambiae in Africa [25]. The Plasmodium parasite develops in the mosquito’s gut, depending on whether it is exposed to the appropriate temperature and then passed into
bloodstream of the host [24]. Symptoms of malaria include
are numerous but the most common ones include headache,
vomiting, fever and chills [26] and, if left untreated, can result in serious illness and death [26].
Climate change can also result to increased rainfall which
in turn generally favours the transmission of vector-borne
diseases by providing more breeding grounds for the vectors.
Though decreased rainfall has been linked with epidemics of
St Louis encephalitis (SLE) as the breeding of Culex pipiens
commences in urban drainage systems [27], heavy rainfall
has also been shown to precipitate epidemics of SLE in Florida because heavy rains favour the blood-feeding activities
of Culex nigripalpus [28]. In fact the transmission and distribution of a lot of diseases that are transmitted by mosquitoes
such as dengue and yellow fever, by sandflies such as
leishmaniasis and by ticks such as Lyme disease and tickborne encephalitis would likely be altered by climate change.
Warming climates with resultant high temperatures have
been shown to increase cercarial output and therefore increase the risk of fasciolosis [29, 30].
Cryptosporidium parvum causes great illness via waterborne transmission in both developed and developing countries [31,32]. Infections with Cryptosporidium parvum lead
to diarrhoeal diseases particularly in immune-compromised
individuals [33]. The prevalence of cryptosporidiosis has
been shown to highest during the hot humid weather. In India, Bangladesh and Guatamala the peak prevalence was in
the rainy season [34-36].
In the preceding paragraphs it has generally been emphasized that global warming would enhance the development
and spread of parasitic infections. However, global warming
does not just generally translates to increase parasitism and
its consequences as can be seen in the following analysis.
Hall et al. [37] had questioned if an increasingly warmer
world would necessarily become a sicker world. He argued
that an increased in temperature can accelerate the fitness of
parasites, reduce recruitment bottlenecks for parasites during
winter, and weaken hosts. The researchers further noted that
warmer temperatures may allow vectors of parasites to expand their range which would enable them to introduce dis-
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eases to novel habitats as claimed for malaria by climate
alarmists, and that it may not apply to all taxa.
Stacey et al. [38] puts it that virulence of parasites may
either not alter, may decrease, or may respond in an undefined manner to increasing temperatures. In this regard they
further noted that vital rates increase with hotness until some
optimum is reached and that once temperature exceeds this
optimum, vital rates decline gradually with increasing temperature for some taxa, but rapidly for others such that in
some host-parasite systems, a parasite's optimum occurs at
cooler temperatures than the optimum of its host [39-41] on
fungus-grasshopper associations. They argued that in such
cases, a host can use warmer temperatures to help defeat its
parasites through behavioural modification of its thermal
environment. Warmer temperatures can also lead to shifts in
temperature optima [42-44], and the exact evolutionary trajectory of host-parasite systems in a warmer world may depend sensitively upon underlying genetic correlation structures and interactions between host genotypes, parasite genotypes, and the environment [38,41,45,46] Consequently, the
"longr-term response of the physiology of host-parasite systems to global warming becomes difficult to predict."
Predators can inhibit epidemics by selectively culling
sick hosts and/or by maintaining host densities below levels
required for parasites to persist [46-51] Hall et al. [52] argued that global warming does not necessarily mean that
disease prevalence will increase in all systems. Morgan and
Wall [53] have reemphasized many of the salient points earlier raised by Hall et al. [52] and further elucidated the complex nature of global warming. It was reported that just as
the development rates of many parasites of veterinary importance increase with temperature, so do their mortality
rates increase, reiterating the notion that temperature will
also affect mortality indirectly through the action of predators, parasitoids, pathogens and competitors, whose development and abundance are also potentially temperature sensitive, and the implication is that the net effect of climate
change could be more complex and far from easily predicted
[53].
Several biological mechanisms (including increased parasite mortality and more rapid acquisition of immunity) in
tandem with changes in husbandry practices (including reproduction, housing, nutrition, breed selection, grazing patterns and other management interventions) might act to mitigate increased parasite development rates, preventing dramatic rises in overall levels of diseases [53]. Wall and Ellse
[54] observed that a higher temperature increased strike incidence disproportionately in ewes in early summer, but had
relatively less direct effect on the pattern of lamb strike incidence, noting that "a 3°C increase in average temperature
approximately doubles the cumulative incidence of strike in
lambs but results in four times more strikes in ewes. The
simulations suggest that integrated changes in husbandry
practices are likely to be able to manage expected increases
in strike, given the range of climate changes currently predicted [55]. Modest changes in husbandry practices should
be able to manage expected increases in strike, under the
range of climate changes currently predicted, demonstrating
that consideration of the likely impact of climate change
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must take into account animal management practices as well
as parasite biology [53].
3. CAUSES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
The factors which could lead to climate change are numerous and include natural causes such as changes in the
sun's intensity or slow changes in the earth's orbit around the
sun; natural processes within the climate system (such as
changes in ocean circulation); and human activities that alter
the atmospheric composition (such as through the burning of
fossil fuels) and the land surface (such as deforestation, reforestation, urbanization and desertification) [4,8]. Climate
change per se is a normal part of the earth’s natural variability, which is related to interactions among the atmosphere,
ocean, and land, as well as changes in the amount of solar
radiation reaching the earth [5]. Records of geology show
great evidence for large-scale climate change of earth in the
past [5].
Of all the factors that may contribute to the increasing
global warming, greenhouse gas emission is the single most
important as CO2 levels in the atmosphere have been shown
to be increasing rapidly over time [10]. This is as a result of
increased use of fossil fuels although deforestation plays a
little role too. Increasing civilization, industrialization and
development go hand in glove. Much of the machines are
powered with fossil fuels and the resultant effect of this is
the emission of high amounts of CO2 to the atmosphere. This
in turn raises the surrounding temperatures. Therefore, until
cleaner sources of energy, that is, CO2-free energy are discovered and used, curtail of global warming will remain
farfetched because the burning of fossil fuel is a positivefeedback mechanism. The fossil fuel on the one hand provides the much needed energy to run machines but at the
same time the machines releases CO2 to the atmosphere. On
the other hand cutting down fossil fuel consumption implies
either not operating or reduced operation of machines and
the consequence is low industrial output and resultant low
gross domestic product of some nations, hence the hesitation
of some great industrialized countries to cut down their gas
emissions.
3.1. Greenhouse Gases from the Burning of Fossil Fuels
Certain naturally occurring gases, such as carbon dioxide
(CO2) and water vapour (H2O) trap heat in the atmosphere
causing a greenhouse effect. Burning of fossil fuels, like oil,
coal, and natural gas adds CO2 to the atmosphere. The present level of CO2 in the atmosphere is the highest in the past
650,000 years. The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated that
most of the observed increase in the globally averaged temperature since the mid-20th century is certainly due to the
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations
[8,55].
The greenhouse effect is the process by which absorption
and emission of infrared radiation by gases in the atmosphere
warms a planet's lower atmosphere and surface. It was proposed by Joseph Fourier in 1824 and was first investigated
quantitatively by Svante Arrhenius in 1896 [56]. Naturally
occurring amounts of greenhouse gases have a mean warming effect of about 33 °C [57]. The major greenhouse gases
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are water vapor, which causes 36–70% of the greenhouse
effect; carbon dioxide (CO2), which causes 9–26%; methane
(CH4), which causes 4–9%; and ozone (O3), which causes 3–
7% [58-60]. Clouds also affect the radiation balance through
cloud forcings similar to greenhouse gases.
Human activity since the Industrial Revolution has increased the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
leading to increased radiative forcing from CO2, methane,
tropospheric ozone, CFCs and nitrous oxide. The
concentrations of CO2 and methane have increased by 36%
and 148% respectively since 1750 [61]. These concentrations
are said to be much higher than at any time during the last
800,000 years, the period for which reliable data has been
extracted from ice cores [62]. Less direct geological evidence indicates that CO2 values higher than this were last
seen about 20 million years ago [63]. Fossil fuel burning has
produced about three-quarters of the increase in CO2 from
human activity over the past 20 years. The rest of the increase in the concentration levels of CO2 is caused mostly by
changes in land-use, particularly deforestation [64].
Scientists have generally concluded that human activity
is the root cause of increasing global temperature and this is
mainly as a result of burning fossil fuels with smaller contribution from deforestation [10]. The impact of CO2 on global
warming remains very significant as its atmospheric concentration is rapidly increasing as the years go by.
3.2. Solar Activity
Solar variations causing changes in solar radiation energy
reaching the earth have been the cause of past climate
changes [65]. The effect of changes in solar forcing in recent
decades is uncertain, but small, with some studies showing a
slight cooling effect [66] while other studies suggest a slight
warming effect [67].
4. INDICATORS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
There can no longer be any doubt that the earth’s climate
is changing. It is now obvious that even the most hardened
sceptics are starting to waiver in their convictions. Yes, the
climate has been thrown completely out of kilter and each
day brings fresh proof such as frequent and more violent
cyclones in the Caribean, floods in Africa, the Philippines,
the gradual sinking of Islands in the Pacific, heat waves in
Europe and the melting of glaciers. More evidence to enhance the appreciation of climate change include increases in
global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread
melting of snow and rising global average sea level [8,68,
69]. For instance the earth's average surface temperature
expressed as a linear trend rose by 0.74±0.18 °C over the
period 1906–2005 [8,68,69].
5. IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE/WARMING ON
PARASITES AND PARASITIC DISEASES
The resultant effects of global warming include the
emergence and re-emergence of some parasitic infections
and diseases [70,71]. A good example is presented by the
fact that livestock diseases transmitted by insect vectors in
Africa have recently spread to new areas farther from the
equator and shifting patterns of abundance and distribution
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of pathogens, including metazoan and protozoan parasites,
and the emergence of infectious diseases in people, livestock
and wildlife, as among the most important impacts of climate
change [18-23]. Involvement of global warming on infectious/communicable diseases can be summarized as modification of vector (usually arthropod) ecology and this relates
principally to infections currently prevalent in tropical and
subtropical regions, intensification of human-related risk
factors including reduced availability and quality of drinking
water, cooking and sanitation facilities and extent of irrigation to name a few, and an increase in soil, airborne and other diseases, directly related to the socioeconomic consequences of changed human behaviour.
Global warming has been detected in both the natural and
ecological systems.
5.1. Global Warming in Natural Systems
The rising sea levels and decreases in snow and ice extent
are consistent with warming [8]. Most of the increase in
global average temperature since the mid-20th century is
attributable to human-induced changes in greenhouse gas
concentrations [55]. Global emissions are likely to continue
to increase in spite of the policies designed to mitigate the
emissions [72]. Partial deglaciation of the Greenland ice
sheet, and to an extent the West Antarctic ice sheet, could
contribute 4–6 m or more to sea level rise [8]. Changes in
regional climates are expected to include greater warming
over land, with most warming at high northern latitudes, and
least warming over the Southern Ocean and parts of the
North Atlantic Ocean [72].
5.2. Global Warming in the Ecological Systems
In terrestrial ecosystems, the earlier timing of spring
events, and poleward and upward shifts in plant and animal
ranges, had been linked with high certainty to recent warming [8]. Subsequent climate change is expected to particularly affect certain ecosystems, including tundra, mangroves,
and coral reefs [8]. It is expected that most ecosystems will
be affected by higher atmospheric CO 2 levels, combined
with higher global temperatures [73]. Overall, it is expected
that climate change will result in the extinction of many species and reduced diversity of ecosystems [74]. Future warming of around 3 °C (by 2100, relative to 1990–2000) could
result in increased crop yields in mid- and high-latitude areas, but in low-latitude areas, yields could decline, increasing
the risk of malnutrition [74]. A similar regional pattern of net
benefits and costs could occur for economic effects [74].
Warming above 3 °C could result in crop yields falling in
temperate regions, leading to a reduction in global food production [74].
Beginning from 1979, land temperatures have increased
about twofold as fast as ocean temperatures (0.25 °C per
decade against 0.13 °C per decade [75]. Ocean temperatures
increase more slowly than land temperatures because of the
larger effective heat capacity of the oceans and because the
ocean loses more heat by evaporation [76]. The Northern
Hemisphere warms faster than the Southern Hemisphere
because it has more land and because it has extensive areas
of seasonal snow and sea-ice cover subject to ice-albedo
feedback. In spite of the fact that more greenhouse gases are
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emitted in the Northern than Southern Hemisphere this does
not contribute to the difference in warming because the major greenhouse gases persist long enough to mix between
hemispheres [77]. Climate change is caused by the warming
of the earth’s surface and is a direct product of greenhouse
gases caused by industrialization and associated economic
development. Glacial melting, higher altitude melting points
and changing species distribution provide evidence of climate change [6].
5.2.1. Vector-borne Parasitoses
It has been reviewed that the stresses triggered by climate
change are likely to include population explosion leading to
the spread of pests and emergence of alien species, biodiversity losses and the increase of human and animal diseases
[78]. Global warming can lead to the modification of vector
ecology, intensification of human-related risk factors and
increase in soil, airborne and other diseases, directly related
to the socioeconomic consequences of changed human behaviour. Global warming could lead to the spread of infectious diseases such as cholera, malaria, schistosomiasis and
yellow fever as reviewed by Richard [78]. Anopheles mosquitoes which carry malaria are limited to areas with average
temperatures of 16ºC, but with global warming; the range of
these mosquitoes could be dramatically extended northwards
[79] Richard. [78] has also reviewed that, further warmer
temperatures accelerate the life cycles of disease-carrying
insects, encouraging them to feed more often and therefore
infecting significantly more people in warmer weather. A
study in conducted in Rwanda found that a 1ºC temperature
rise caused malaria infections to increase by 337 percent.
Extremes in climate help to create conditions that can lead to
outbreaks in infectious disease [80].
In another example, the epidemic of pneumonic plaque in
India in 1994 was at least partly due to hot dry conditions
which enabled disease-carrying fleas to thrive. Secondly,
malaria and dengue are two of the mosquito-borne diseases
most likely to spread dramatically as global temperatures
head upwards. Malaria (marked by chills, fever, aches and
anaemia) already kills about 3,000 people, mostly children,
every day. Some models project that by the end of the 21 st
century, ongoing warming will have enlarged the zone of
potential malaria transmission from an area containing 45%
of the world’s population to an area that the causative parasites are becoming resistant to standard drugs. True to the
models, malaria is reappearing north and south of the tropics.
The U.S. has long been home to Anopheles mosquitoes, and
malaria circulated there decades ago.
Morgan and Wall [53] have stated that global climate
change predictions suggest that far-ranging effects could
occur in population dynamics and distributions of livestock
parasites, provoking worries of widespread increases in disease incidence and production loss. However, just as development rates of many parasites of veterinary importance
increase with temperature, so do their mortality rates. Temperature will also affect mortality indirectly through the action of predators, parasitoids, pathogens and competitors,
whose development and abundance are also potentially temperature sensitive, so that, in the end, the net effect of climate change could be complex and far from easily predicted.
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Global climate change is actually altering the ecology of
infectious agents and driving the emergence of disease in
people, domestic animals, and wildlife [81]. Studies of the
impact of climate warming on development rates and availability of an important parasitic nematode (Umingmakstrongylus pallikuukensis) of muskoxen in the Canadian Arctic,
which is a region that is particularly vulnerable to climate
change showed that warming in the Arctic may have already
radically altered the transmission dynamics of this parasite,
escalating infection pressure for muskoxen, and that this
trend is expected to continue [82].
Climate change due to anthropogenetic activities alters
both physical and biological systems globally [21,82]. This
is seen in the shifting patterns of abundance and distribution
of pathogens, including metazoan and protozoan parasites,
and the emergence of infectious disease in people, livestock
and wildlife, are among the most important impacts of climate change [18-23]. Dramatic consequences of climate
change are already common in the Arctic region and remarkable alterations in host–parasite interactions are would be no
surprise [15,81,83,84]. Arctic species, including ungulates
and their pathogens and the invertebrate vectors, have
evolved under severe seasonal and environmental constraints
[16,85] and the life history patterns of these species can be
dramatically altered by even minor climatic fluctuations
[86]. Thus, the Arctic serves as a sentinel, where studies to
detect, understand and predict the responses of high latitude
host–parasite systems to changing temperature can provide
considerable insight into biotic implications of warming on a
global scale.
Directional climate change has been altering the distribution and phenology of a variety of taxa, and is could have
considerable impacts on the seasonal patterns of development and transmission of many pathogens in the Arctic and
worldwide [15,16,22,84,87]. A retrospective analysis for U.
pallikuukensis suggests that, as a result of climate warming,
third larval stage development (L3) development has already
shifted from a 2 year cycle to a predominantly 1 year cycle.
This nonlinear shift may have great ecological significance.
For the 2 year cycles characteristic of 1978-1990, high overwinter mortality of slugs and developing larvae [88] would
have resulted in only a few L3 developing in the second
year, and low-infection pressure for muskoxen..
Ecological disturbances associated with climate change
may alter other biotic parameters that affect the epidemiology of U. pallikuukensis. For example, availability, survival
and immunity of intermediate hosts and survival of freeliving larval stages are important determinants of parasite
persistence. D. laeve, an important intermediate host for U.
pallikuukensis, has high phenotypic plasticity and survives in
ecologically diverse habitats under a wide range of climatic
conditions [89,90]. It will likely thrive in a changing climate,
particularly in the north, where warmer and wetter conditions
are anticipated [21]. Importantly, larval stages in gastropods
are buffered from the external environment because of microhabitat selection by these intermediate hosts, and consequently, survival and development rates of larvae are less
likely to be impacted by climate variability and stochasticity
[91] than parasites with direct life cycles. Conversely, the
free-living L1 and emerged L3 may be adversely affected by
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extreme temperatures, desiccation, ultraviolet radiation, and
frequency of freeze–thaw cycles, all possible outcomes of
climate change at high latitudes [82,92,93] Climate-driven
habitat perturbations are also predicted to influence habitat
quantity and quality, nutrition, behaviour, immune function
and patterns of geographic distribution and abundance of
definitive hosts [16,76,92]. The final outcome for the health
and persistence of muskox populations will depend on the
interactions among these numerous climate-linked factors. .
Altering of the biotic and abiotic conditions by climate
change will dissolve ecological barriers and redraw the maps
of current distribution of parasites and their hosts [15,16].
The U. pallikuukensis model is a simple model for identifying and quantifying the effects of climate on critical life history stages of a nematode parasite, and explores responses of
host–parasite assemblages to climate change. Such models,
founded on empirical data, serve as powerful predictive
frameworks for tracking of seasonal, annual and long-term
changes in parasitic infections from local to global scales,
and provide the foundation for developing more complex
quantitative and comparative models for the epidemiology of
pathogens in a changing climate.
Insect vectors of many diseases (together with the pathogens they transmit) are temperature-sensitive, for example
the extrinsic incubation period of the four human species of
Plasmodium varies inversely with ambient temperature. Vector-borne diseases are unusual, or rare, in cold climates. The
occurrence of vector-borne disease is determined by (i)
abundance of the vector, and intermediate and reservoir
host(s), (ii) prevalence of disease-causing parasites (and other pathogens) suitably adapted to those vectors, the host
(man or animal) and local environmental conditions such as
temperature and humidity) and (iii) the resilience and behaviour of the human population, which is in dynamic equilibrium with vector-borne parasites and pathogens.
Vectors require a complicated ecosystem for their survival and reproduction. Increases in temperature and rainfall
would expand habitats favourable to malaria vectors. On the
other hand, increased temperature, coupled with reduced
rainfall would favour new habitats for Phlebotomus sp which
transmits leishmaniasis. A decreased ambient humidity
would favour the transmission of lymphatic filarial. The seasonal transmission might become perennial due to an effect
on vector reproduction and longevity, and vice versa [94].
Furthermore, changes in vectorial capacity might occur; rate
of development of the parasite/pathogen within the vector is
temperature-dependent. High altitude sites and others in northerly latitudes, such as the presently malaria-free highlands
of Ethiopia, Indonesia, and Kenya [94] might become hospitable to certain vectors.
Climate particularly ambient temperature directly influences mosquito development, the gonotrophic cycle, longevity, and duration of extrinsic development of Plasmodium
sp. Climate also affects other environmental factors, such as
vegetation and breeding sites. In malaria-endemic areas, acquired host-immunity-is partly lost during the nontransmission season giving rise to a dramatic increase in cases during the remainder of the year [94]. Lengthening or
shortening of the vector-breeding season (via climatic
change) would affect the pre- valence of malaria.
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An increase of mean ambient temperature in central Africa by 2°C would result in the tsetse fly which transmits
Trypanosoma brucei sp infection to man disappearing from
the tsetse endemic middle belt of Africa southwards [94].
The tsetse fly would breed more efficiently in the forest belt
where rainfall would be greater [94]. Climatic change would
significantly affect the development of the parasite within
the vector. These events could prove disastrous for human
populations and this may even be more serious in the
trypanosomiasis of domestic animals in infected areas. Other
examples of vector-borne parasitoses include filariasis and
leishmaniasis [94,95]. Global warming would extend the
areas populated by the mosquito vector(s) of lymphatic
filariasis; however, resultant socioeconomic factors are likely
to be more important as disease-determinants worldwide
[94]. The specific vector (Simulium sp) for onchocerciasis is
not at present invading certain areas which are climatically
suitable [94,95], therefore, although minor shifts in this disease -might result from climatic change, major ones seem
unlikely.
5.2.2. Non vector-borne Parasitoses
Soil-transmitted nematodes such as hookworms and
Strongyloides stercoralis are examples of parasites which do
not require a vector for transmission. Survival of eggs and
larvae in moist soil is temperature dependent. Therefore these and several other soil-transmitted helminths, are likely to
increase. Also, the situation would rapidly worsen in the
presence of a decline in sanitation and public health standards resultant upon 'global warming.
A good number of non-vector-borne diseases are related
either directly or indirectly, to the quality and quantity of the
water supply. In developing countries, global warming will
inevitably expand to areas where sanitation is substandard;
water availability would be reduced [96]. Giardia lamblia
and Entamoeba histolytica are organisms directly transmitted
by infected water, or contaminated food infected by water
[94]. Insufficient water-availability also favours transmission
(due to inadequate hand-washing and personal hygiene).
Prevalence of A. lumbricoides, Trichuris trichiura, and
Enterobius vermicularis is also likely to increase.
5.3. Depression of Human Immunity by Ultraviolet Radiation
Immunity to many infectious diseases is mediated via a
cellular response; this will diminish as ultraviolet (UV) radiation intensifies [86]. Exposure to summer sunlight is known
to increase T-suppressor and decrease T-helper cell concentrations in peripheral blood [95]. This will influence the development and course of many infectious diseases. Otherwise mild infections in the immunosuppressed individual
could become lethal [95].
6. GLOBAL WARMING AND PARASITE DISTRIBUTION AND BEHAVIOUR
Global warming is affecting the world’s biota and the
functioning of ecosystems. Recent evidence indicates that
climate change can alter the geographical distribution of parasitic diseases with possible drastic consequences on hosts.
Warmer conditions can promote the transmission of parasites
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and raise their local abundance. Temperature-mediated
changes in cercarial output varied widely among trematode
species, from small reductions to 200-fold increases in response to a 10 x ºC rise in temperature, with a geometric
mean suggesting an almost 8-fold increase [30]. These results suggest that the small increases in air and water temperature forecast by many climate models will not only influence the geographical distribution of some diseases, but
may also promote the proliferation of their infective stages in
many ecosystems [30].
Climate affects several ecological processes, from the
performance of individual organisms, to the dynamics of
populations and the distribution of species. This has been
clearly illustrated by a series of recent studies that have
linked changes in ecosystem properties with large-scale climate fluctuations [96-99]. The extent and intensity of parasitism can be modulated by climatic conditions [100]. Recent
reports have highlighted the causal relationship between climate change and emerging parasitic diseases, diseases suddenly increasing in either local prevalence or geographical
distribution [70,71].
In trematodes (flukes), temperature has a very clear, and
pronounced direct effect on a crucially important step of the
transmission cycles. All trematodes use molluscs as first
intermediate hosts. Within this host, they multiply asexually
and produce relatively large numbers of infective stages
known as cercariae. Typically, these free-swimming
cercariae leave the snail host to penetrate their next host; the
latter may be the vertebrate definitive host in which the
worms mature, as in schistosomes, or a second intermediate
host in which the cercariae encyst and await ingestion by the
definitive host. The production of cercariae in snails is an
important determinant in its transmission success. This process is also greatly dependent on temperature and it has been
aptly stated that within the range of temperatures in which
host and parasite can live, an increase in temperature is almost invariably coupled with an increase in cercarial output
[29,101-103].
Higher temperatures will both trigger the emergence of
cercariae from snails and accelerate the production of
cercariae within snails [104]. The net outcome of increasing
temperature will thus be a greater number of cercarial infective stages in aquatic habitats. This consequence of climate
warming thus severe since trematode parasitism is not only a
major veterinary and health problem worldwide, but
trematodes also play major roles in the structuring of animal
communities [105,106].
Generally, temperatures are higher, on average, and less
variable temporally, both daily and seasonally, at low latitudes than at high latitudes. At high latitudes, temperatures
would often be too low to allow cercarial production.
Vicki and Barber [107] reported a dramatic effect of increased environmental temperatures on the growth rates of
parasites in fish hosts. Behavioural changes in infected fish
were documented suggesting that the parasites manipulate
host behaviour to make them seek out warmer temperatures,
creating a positive feedback mechanism to exacerbate the
effects of global warming. The results provide some evidence that increasing environmental temperatures can lead to
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a shift in the delicate balance that exists between co-evolved
hosts and parasites, increasing the speed with which parasites
complete their life cycles and that could lead to an increase
in the overall level of parasitism in natural animal populations [107]. Parasitic worms infecting fish have a devastating
effect on fish reproduction and grow four times faster at
higher temperatures, a fact which provides some of the initial
evidence that global warming affects the interactions between parasites and their hosts [107].
Increased ranges of temperature and changes in levels of
precipitation are both aspects of climate change that may
affect the rate of vector-borne diseases such as malaria
[6]. Lengthened seasons of transmission will make contraction of vector-borne diseases possible for longer periods of
time, leading to higher rates of infection [25]. Furthermore, it
has been postulated that areas of transmission could expand
and therefore provide the vector with the ability to move to
locations of higher altitude [25]. In the last ten years, figures
of malaria have increased and this is partly blamed to climate
change [108]. It has also been estimated that a one-degree
increase in temperature globally could increase the number
of deaths associated with malaria to 64, 475 with a global
burden cost of US$2.375 million [80]. The most common
victims include China, central Asia, East Africa and southern
areas of South America [25].
Morgan and Wall [53] had stated that global climate
change predictions suggest that far-ranging effects might
occur in population dynamics and distributions of livestock
parasites, provoking fears of widespread increases in disease
incidence and production loss. However, they said that there
is a consolation in that just as development rates of many
parasites of veterinary importance increase with temperature,
so do their mortality rates. Temperature, they argue could
also affect mortality indirectly through the action of predators, parasitoids, pathogens and competitors, whose development and abundance are also potentially temperature dependent, so that, in the end, "the net effect of climate change
could be complex and far from easily predicted.
7. CONTROL/RECOMMENDATIONS
The reduction of the amount of future climate change
termed as mitigation of climate change is very necessary.
The IPCC has defined mitigation as activities that reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, or enhance the capacity of
carbon sinks to absorb GHGs from the atmosphere [72].
Many countries, both developing and developed, are aiming
to use cleaner and less polluting technologies as a way of
reducing CO2 emissions [109]. For great success to be
achieved the policies to be adopted should include targets for
emissions reduction, increased use of renewable energy, and
increased energy efficiency. Since even in the most optimistic scenario, fossil fuels are going to be used for years to
come, mitigation may also involve carbon capture and
storage, a process that traps CO2 produced by factories and
gas or coal power stations and then stores it, usually underground [110].
Adaptation to climate change may be planned, either in
reaction to or anticipation of climate change, or spontaneous,
being without government intervention [111]. The ability to
adapt is closely linked to social and economic development
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[8]. However, even societies with high capacities to adapt are
still vulnerable to climate change. Planned adaptation is already occurring even though on a limited basis.
Most countries are parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change [112], whose
ultimate objective is to prevent "dangerous" anthropogenic
climate change. Parties to the UNFCCC have adopted a
range of policies designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [13,112] and to assist in adaptation to global warming
[13,102]. Parties to the UNFCCC have agreed that deep cuts
in emissions are required [112] and that future global warming should be limited to below 2.0 °C relative to the preindustrial level [112]. A 2011 report of analyses by the
United Nations Environment Programme [112] and
International Energy Agency suggest that efforts as of the
early 21st century to reduce emissions may be inadequately
stringent to meet the UNFCCC's 2 °C target.
Summarily, the practical measures of combating climate
change will include (i) Working with communities to reduce
their vulnerability to the disasters made worse and more numerous by climate change, and to help them adapt to the
longer term challenges which a changing climate pose. (ii)
Working with other organisations to share our learning of
what works well and what can be done to make programmes
of work with poor communities even more effective. (iii)
Working with national and international bodies around the
world to create and strengthen policies which reduce emissions and encourage funding and focus on adaptation to climate change. (iv). Working with schools and teachers to
encourage the delivery of effective, exciting climate change
lessons which engage today's young people in the issues of
climate change, creating a generation of global citizens who
understand the impact of their actions on the environment
and people around the world. (v) Launching and supporting
campaigns designed to raise awareness of the impacts of
climate change on vulnerable communities, and enabling
them to take tangible action to support strong and urgent
change at the local, national and international level.
Control of malaria is absolutely necessary because more
than one million deaths occur throughout the world due to
the disease. The World Health Organisation has launched the
Roll Back Malaria program which seeks to provide effective
prevention and treatment of malaria in vulnerable areas. Through these initiatives, access to health care and the
response to malaria can be improved in countries with poor
health systems. Also, through education and awareness of
the effects of climate change, individuals and societies can
cooperate to reduce the threat of global warming, preventing
the possibility of malaria becoming an even larger problem
in the modern world [25].
Some of the strategies for controlling diseases have been
outlined [53] and include (i) Draining wetlands to reduce
populations of insects and other vectors, (ii) The application
of insecticides and/or insect repellants to strategic surfaces
such as clothing, skin, buildings, insect habitats, and bed
nets. (iii) The use of a mosquito net over a bed (also known
as a "bed net") to reduce night time transmission, since certain species of tropical mosquitoes feed mainly at night.
(iv)The use of water wells, and/or water filtration, water fil-
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ters, or water treatment with water tablets to produce drinking water free of parasites.
(v) Development and use of vaccines to promote disease
immunity. (vi) Pharmacologic pre-exposure prophylaxis (to
prevent disease before exposure to the environment and/or
vector).
(vii) Pharmacologic post-exposure prophylaxis (to prevent disease after exposure to the environment and/or vector). (viii) Pharmacologic treatment (to treat disease after
infection or infestation). (ix) Assisting with economic development in endemic regions such as providing microloans to
enable investments in more efficient and productive agriculture. (x) Climate change should be prioritized by the media
as a critical concern, that is public awareness should be made
using the media. It would also be needful to implement the
following measures: health education on an international
scale", clean and more efficient energy supplies, reduction in
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse emissions, maintenance
of species diversity, preservation of rain forests, abandonment of non biodegradable materials, strict regulation of
toxic pollution, and widespread sustainable agriculture practice.
Global warming-induced changes are underway and scientists expect additional effects on human society and natural environments around the world. Sad still the warming is
advancing due to continuous emissions. Global warming will
only be slowed or arrested by implementing measures that
would lead to severe cuts in emissions. Some policies to
reduce emissions have been introduced but global emissions
are still expected to continue to grow over time [8]. The
alterations in the epidemiology of parasitic/entomological
diseases are bound to remain a reality as far as global
warming is not mitigated.
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